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Work areas:
- Strategic planning
- Open standards and open data
- Digital tools for parliaments
- Citizen engagement

Outputs:
- Good practices
- Practical guides
- Capacity building advice
- Networks of expertise
INNOVATIVE PARLIAMENTS
To what extent would you describe your parliament as innovative? / Dans quelle mesure qualifieriez-vous votre parlement d'innovant?

- Very much / Très innovant: 26%
- Somewhat / Peu innovant: 52%
- Not very / Pas très innovant: 18%
- Not at all / Pas innovant du tout: 3%
- Don't know / Je ne sais pas: 1%
Will your parliament be more or less innovative in three years time? / Votre parlement sera-t-il plus ou moins innovant dans trois ans?

- 43% A lot more innovative / Beaucoup plus innovant
- 45% A little bit more innovative / Un peu plus innovant
- 9% About the same / À peu près le même
- 1% A little less innovative / Un peu moins innovant
- 0% A lot less innovative / Beaucoup moins innovant
- 1% Don't know or not sure / Je ne sais pas ou ne suis pas sûr
SMART PARLIAMENTS
Smart parliaments

• Managing the data overload
• AI and intelligent agents
• Powerful tools but how do we govern their use?
• Challenges in terms of skills, resources and funding.
OPEN PARLIAMENTS
Open parliaments

• About cultural more than technology.
• Need to understand what we mean by open data
• Core systems increasingly support openness
• Need to think about the end-users
  - Members
  - Staff
  - NGOs
  - Public
ENGAGED PARLIAMENTS
Engaged parliaments

• How do citizens want to engage with you?
• What are you trying to achieve?
• Social tools take you closer to citizens
  - Engage
  - Connect
  - Listen
  - Age is not a barrier for members
CONNECTED PARLIAMENTS
THANK YOU